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Bridge Dictionary 

 The Bidding 

Auction The entire round of bidding on a deal. 
 

Bid A number (1 through 7) followed by the name of a suit or notrump (1♥ , 3NT, 7♣ ) 
 

Call Any bid, pass, double or redouble. 
 

Contract The number of tricks the declaring side must take to earn a plus score. A bid becomes the 
final contract if it is followed by three passes. If the last bid is 3♣, the bidder has contracted 
to make clubs trump and to take at least 9 tricks; 6 for “book” plus the 3 tricks bid. 
 

Opening bid The first call that is not a pass. 
 

Response A bid made after partner has opened. 
 

Overcall A bid made after an opponent has opened. A suit overcall promises a 5+card suit. 
 

Rebid You bid after your first bid in an auction. 
 

Double A call made after an opponent bids a suit or notrump. A double describes your hand, but 
uses up no “bidding space” in the auction. If a double is followed by three passes, it 
becomes a penalty double, which increases the score. 
 

Penalty Double Usually made at a high level, when the opponents have reached their final contract. This 
double is made whey you expect the opponents’ contract to go down. 
 

Takeout Double Usually made at a low leve, at your first or second turn to bid. This double shows strength 
and asks partner to “take it out” by bidding his longest suit. 
 

Redouble Similar to a double, but it is only made after an opponent has made a double. If a redouble 
is followed by three passes, it increases the score of the already “doubled” contract. 
 

Cuebid A strong, artificial bid of an opponent’s suit, or a special bid to show an ace. 
 

Single (simple) 
raises 

To bid partner’s suit at the lowest level available (1♠ - 2♠ or 1♦ - 1♥ - 2♥ ). This shows a fit 
and minimum point count. 
 

Jump To bid at a higher level  than necessary (1♦ by partner, 2♥ by you) 
 

Jump raise To bid partner’s suit at a higher level than necessary (1♥ - 3♥ ). 
 

Invitation A bid (usually at a level of 2NT or higher) that asks partner to bid on to game level if he has 
more than minimum strength. 
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Jump Shift (by opener) To jump an extra level of bidding and change suits (1♥ - 2♠ or 1♦ - 1♥ - 3♣ ). This 
shows extra strength (18-19+ points) and is forcing to game. 
 

 The Play 

Book The first six tricks taken by declarer. Only tricks in excess of book are counted for fulfilling 
the final contract. To make 4♠, you must take 10 tricks: six for book plus the 4 named in the 
bid. 
 

Book Is also the number of tricks the defenders must win before they earn a score for defeating a 
contract. Playing 4♠, book for defenders is three tricks. If they take a fourth trick, they 
defeat the contract and earn a plus score. 
 

Declarer The player who first named the suit or notrump specified in the final contract. 
 

Dummy Declarer’s partner. Dummy does not participate in the play. After the bidding is over and the 
opening lead is made, dummy places his cards face up and they are played by declarer. 
 

Defenders Opponents of the declarer. 
 

LHO and RHO Acronyms for Left Hand Opponent and Right Hand Opponent. 
 

Trick Four cards, one contributed by each player in clockwise order around the table. The highest 
card of the suit led (or the highest trump) wins the trick. The player who wins the trick leads 
to the next trick. There are 13 tricks in each deal. 
 

Lead The first card played to any trick. Each of the other three players must follow by playing a 
card of the same suit if they have one. 
 

Opening Lead The card that starts the first trick of the play phase of each deal. The opening leader is the 
declarer’s LHO. 
 

Notrump A contract played with no trump suit. The highest card of the suit led wins the trick. 
 

Trumps The suit named in the final contract. The highest card of the suit led wins the trick. 
 

Trumping 
(ruffing) 

To play a trump on a non-trump lead. A trump can be played only when the trump suit is led 
or when you cannot follow to the lead of another suit (you have no more cards remaining in 
the suit). A trump beats any card in any other suit. If a trick contains more than one trump, 
the highest trump wins. 
 

Finesse An attempt to trap an opponent’s honor and avoid losing a trick to it.  
 

Revoke To fail to follow suit when you actually hold one or more cards in the suit led. A revoke is a 
violation of the bridge rules. 
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The Cards in Your Hand 

Honors Ace, King, Queen,  Jack, Ten 
 

High Card Points (HCP) the total point count of the honors in your hand. (A=4, K=3, Q=2, J=1) 
 

Quick Tricks Honor holding that will win early tricks in a suit. (e.g. Aces, Kings, AK, KQ, and AQ 
combinations). Lower honors are often called “slow” tricks. 
 

Tenace A broken honor combination such as AQ, KJ, AJ, Q10, etc. These holding often allow you to 
trap the missing honors by taking a finesse. 
 

Stoppers Protected honors you hold in a suit that your opponent has bid. This term refers to the 
ability to stop the opponents from taking all the tricks in their suit if you are playing in 
notrump. 
 

Control A holding that will take a first or second trick if the suit is led. A first round control is an ace 
or void. A second round control is a king or a singleton. 
 

Void To have no cards in a suit. 
 

Singleton A one-card suit. 
 

Doubleton A two-card suit. 
 

Balanced hand Having no void or singleton and (usually) no more than one doubleton. Balanced hands have 
one of the following card patterns:  4-3-3-3,  4-4-3-2,  5-3-3-2 
 

Unbalanced 
hand 
 

Any hand that doesn’t fit the description of a balanced hand. 
 

Distribution 
points 

A hand evaluation tool that assigns points to long suits or short suits.(Length Points or 
Dummy Points).   
 

 The Scoring 
 

Minor Suits Clubs and Diamonds 
 

Major Suits Hearts and Spades 
 

Trick Score Points scored by declarer’s side for each trick taken over book if the contract makes. 
Club and diamond contracts = 20 pts per trick 
Heart and spade contracts = 30 pts per trick 
Notrump contracts = 40 pts for the first trick, 30 pts for each subsequent trick. 
 

Overtricks Extra tricks declarer wins over the level of the contract. Undertricks are tricks he failed to 
win to fulfill the contract. 
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Game A contract whose trick score adds up to at least 100 points if the declarer makes the number 
of tricks contracted for. 
3NT, 4H, 4S, 5C, or 5D are game level contracts. 
Game bonus points are awarded for bidding and making game contracts. 
 

Slam Any contract of six (12 tricks) or seven (all 13 tricks). These contracts if made are awarded 
slam bonus points. 
 

Part Score Any contract below game level. A small bonus is awarded for making a part score contract. 
 

Penalty A score given to the defenders when declarer fails to make his contract (goes down). 
 

  
 


